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GEORGE DOUGLAS STANLEY, MD, FCIA
1876-1954
“he has obtained success who has lived well,
laughed often and loved much;…
who has always looked for the best in others
and given them the best he had;
whose life was an inspiration;
whose memory a benediction”(1)

Introduction

At the turn of the century, Southern Alberta was no
longer an empty wasteland occupied by lawless
whiskey traders. It was basking in the Dr. G.A.
Kennedy testament that the climate of the West was
favorable toward some diseases, particularly tuberculosis. The lurking typhoid fever problem was controllable by good hygiene. Slowly the disease was
becoming controllable by vaccination.
Into that adventurous milieu of 4,400 Calgary souls,
came Dr. George Douglas Stanley in 1901(2), looking
to start a practice. He soon realized that a successful
rural medical practice, only required the good doctor
to be equipped with a reliable set of wire cutters.
Ranching and farm immigration guaranteed a growing practice, as the Foothills switched from an open
frontier to a gridwork of productive farms.
Referred to High River he stayed until 1918, adding
another character to the many already assembled.
Fortunately he never forgot the characters he met. As
a young talented, observant, and literary medic, Dr.
Stanley always kept his humor near at hand, as his
most readable autobiography “Fun in the Foothills”
attested. Dr. Stanley remained in practice for fiftythree years, irrepressible to the last. In the opinion of
Dr. Earle Scarlett he was one of the three most
notable pre WWII personalities in Alberta, alongside
Bob Edwards and Frank Mewburn.

player and one of the best players on the team. After
matriculation at age eighteen he spent four months at
the Stratford Model School, before starting lower
grade teaching at $250/year. At age twenty in 1896,
he enrolled at UofT and entered the Faculty of
Medicine in the “Class of 1901”.(3)

TB in 1900

In his clinical clerkship year, Stanley and his friend F.
Arnold Clarkson offered to treat four advanced tuberculosis patients at St. Michael’s hospital in Toronto.
The contagiousness of the disease was underestimated. Some physicians still thought it was inherited. But
it was transmittable and had already earned the nickname, the “Captain of Death”. At the turn of the century one in six Toronto deaths were from tuberculosis. Medical classes annually lost one member to
tuberculosis.
A month after his elective at St. Michaels, Douglas
went home to play lacrosse with a touring team, but
he began to lose weight and energy. In October 1900
he was admitted to the new Muskoka Sanitorium at

Youth to MD 1876-1901

George Douglas Stanley was born in Exeter, Ontario,
on March 19, 1876. Shortly afterwards his family
moved to St. Mary’s to homestead in the Canada
Company Tract north of London. Stanley took his
early schooling there.
During his high school years Douglas Stanley was a
slim, fast moving, quick thinking, genial, lacrosse
1. Clarkson, F.A.

2. Stanley, George D.
3. Clarkson, F.A.

Muskoka Sanatorium, Gravenhurst, Ontario
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“Douglass Stanley: An Appreciation,” Calgary Associate Clinic Historical Bulletin (CACHB) 19(1): 27-30,
May 1954. Dr. F. Arnold Clarkson attributed the quote to another Clarkson (no relation). Apparently Dr.
Stanley gave Dr. Clarkson the quote after he spoke to the 50th reunion of the UofT Class of 1901, where he
was acknowledged as the most outstanding graduate of his class.
“A Medical Pilgrim’s Progress,” CACHB 3(2): 5-9, August 1938. There were an estimated 10 doctors in
Calgary.
“Douglass Stanley,” pages 27-30
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Gravenhurst with tuberculosis. Fortunately his confinement was early. He began to improve and was
well enough to resume his studies, and graduate with
an M.B. (honors) the following May in his class of
fifty-five.(4)

Alberta is the cure 1901

Later that summer one of his professors, Dr.
Alexander McPhedran gave him a lift. Dr. Stanley
had just suffered more pulmonary hemorrhages and
was in despair. McPhedran’s advice was life altering.
“… if you have any notion of continuing to live on
for awhile get out of here at once, go way out to
Alberta, take lots of her fresh air and sunshine, and
forget your disappointments”. It was the right advice
at the right time and followed Dr. G.A. Kennedy’s
1889 observation that the climate of the west was
palliative for respiratory diseases like tuberculosis.(5)

Muskoka. They were married on the day of her
arrival, as was the custom. The honeymoon to Banff
however was postponed for ten years. The planned
trip was interrupted by an emergency call in one
rural direction, followed by another in the opposite
direction. It was two days before Dr. Stanley arrived
home to his tearful bride.(8)
Dr. Stanley’s first two medical cases in High River
established his reputation and started him on his
medical and literary journey.(9) While palpating a
quinsy, his fingernail ruptured the tonsillar abscess
with instantaneous relief. Then came the extraction
of two molars with an ill-fitting set of forceps. They
slipped, leading to the extraction of the two teeth
simultaneously. Immediate relief followed. Thereupon
he was presented with a third case: a child’s pony
with a fractured leg.

The Hellion Years in High River 1901-1918

For a harvesters’ excursion price of $37.50, Dr.
Stanley arrived in Calgary in July 1901 with his
brother Vin. During a month of searching, the only
advice he received was to not go to High River, “that
darling and hellion of a town…the home of remittance men, the RNWMP, sodbusters, cowpunchers
and men returning from the South African war”. On
the recommendation of Dr. J.D. Lafferty, Dr. Stanley
and Vin decided to give it a try.
The night of his arrival $21,600 passed hands in a
blackjack game at the hotel.(6) Despite being delayed
in his return to Calgary by an August snowstorm, Dr.
Stanley was impressed with the town’s uniqueness.
So was Eye Opener Bob Edwards, who moved to
High River one year later. Other celebrities and characters would follow: Dr. G.E. Learmonth, the Joe
Clark family, W.O. Mitchell, and later Drs. Morris
and Janet Gibson to nearby Okotoks.(7)
On November 18, 1903, Dr. Stanley beckoned to his
fiancée Annie Colvin, to join him. He had met her in

4. Clarkson, F.A.
5. Kennedy, George A.
6. Strachan, Michael
7. Knupp, Lillian
8. Stanley, George D.
9. Stanley, George D.
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The Stanley Family in High River, circa 1915.
(L to R) Lillian, Annie, Muriel, Dr. Stanley

“Douglass Stanley,” pages 28-29.
“The Effect of Climate on Health and Disease in Southern Alberta,” Montreal Medical Journal pages 1-11,
October 1889. For Dr. Stanley’s opinion of the curbside advice, see a “Medical Pilgrim’s Progress” in the
CACHB 3(2): 5, August 1938.
“George Douglass Stanley. Obituary, February 22, 1954” in the CACHB 19(1): 23-26, May 1954.
Editor, In the Spirit of Good Medicine, Healthcare in High River, pages 1-6, 45. 1990. The author provided
details of Dr. Stanley’s High River years (1901-1918). Dr. Stanley was registered as an NWT physician on
October 1, 1901, CACHB 8(4): 22, February 1944.
“A Medical Pilgrim’s Progress “in the CACHB 3(2): 8-9, August 1938.
Fun in the Foothills, pages 58, 45-58, 65-79. Privately printed by John D. McAra Printing in 1949. Also see
the Walter Johns and Lillian McAra biography of Dr. Stanley in Calgary a Living Heritage pages 50-51 and
G.D. Stanley’s a Medical Pilgrim’s Progress or Why Did I Hit for the West, CACHB, 3(2): 5-9, August, 1938.
Unless otherwise noted, the un-referenced quotes are from Fun in the Foothills.
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Still in his mid-twenties, Stanley looked youthful. To
accentuate his years he grew a beard like Dr. F.H.
Mewburn.(10) He needed to because his made in
Toronto fee schedule nearly ruined his reputation.
After rendering attention to the “lady friend” of a
town character, he met the town notable. “I’m sure
you’ll do well here…any young doctor, who is so
young and has the nerve to send in an account like
yours has his fortune already made”. It was paid in
full. When Dr. Stanley made a forty-mile house call,
followed by a three-day stay to deliver the expectant
mother, he charged the patient one hundred dollars,
plus three more for travel time and a bottle of Scotch
for the return trip. On another occasion he was
dumped in Mosquito Creek when his buggy capsized. His horse wound up entwined in barbwire. He
used the doctor’s essential prairie instrument, wire
cutters, to good advantage to release the horse. The
horse floundered on the return trip and had to be put
down. He received no payment on that occasion.(11)
At the end of his first decade in practice, Dr. Stanley
and his colleagues organized a regular medical
meeting of the five Okotoks – High River physicians.
The first task was not to discuss the continuation of
medical education subjects; it was to establish a fee
schedule.(12) The South Central Medical Society was
one of the first regional medical societies to be
formed in Alberta, after Edmonton (1902) and
Calgary (1905).
To highlight his High River medical years, Dr. Stanley
took a light hearted look at his 1901-1918 medical
career and authored “Fun in the Foothills” in 1949.(13)
There were chapters on his life in the foothills, with
cowboys, on house calls, with Bob Edwards, on
sports, his church, politics and his medical experiences. Memorable and amusing twists dotted every
page, like the “premature” labor and delivery of a
nine and a half pound infant. After giving the new
mother a dissertation on the care of premature
infants, the mother responded “doctor you really are
a cheerful liar”. Another house call was in response
to a husband whose wife wore the pants in the house
and paid the bills. The husband called to say, “She is

by Grant MacEwan, Institute of Applied Art, 1956

very sick. You better come out. If she gets well she
will pay you and if she doesn’t I will – and damn
well”.
Cowboy author Robert Stead took him for a drive in
his new car. Impressed, Stanley bought his own car
in 1910 and registered it with license number 6. That
way it could be turned upside down so it would read
number 9 if he received a ticket.(14) Thereafter, he
never had a fender without a bender. The headlights
were lit by acetylene dissolved in water. When the
acetylene froze there were no lights. So Stanley
warmed the water from his own sources. “I’ll let you
guess where”.
One of Dr. Stanley’s most famous patients was
Lafayette French, the last of two prospectors who discovered the Lost Lemon mine. French was on his
way to tell Stanley where it was, when the rancher’s
cabin he commandeered for the night caught fire. He
died later with Stanley at his bedside, never revealing
the secret location.

10. Knupp, Lillian
In the Spirit of Good Medicine, page 3.
11. Stanley, George D.
Fun in the Foothills, page 57 and the CACHB 3(2): 6-7, August 1938.
12. Learmonth, George E. Minutes of the South Central Medical Society, from January 7, 1907 to November 15, 1912, in the possession of the author. Ten meetings were held. Members included Drs. deLong, Welsh, Stockton, Stanley and
Learmonth.
13. Stanley, George D.
Fun in the Foothills, particularly pages 6-7, 33-47, 55-79.
14. McAra, Lillian,
“G.D. Stanley, Pioneer Doctor and Politician,” in Calgary a Living Heritage, pages 50-51, Junior
Johns, Walter
Achievement 1984. Lillian (Stanley) McAra was Dr. Stanley’s youngest daughter.
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Another anecdote involved Bob Edwards. Dr. Stanley
had accepted a gold watch from his father at age sixteen, on the promise that he would never smoke or
drink. He never did. While fundraising for the
Methodist church in High River he ran afoul of Bob
Edwards, who fractured their friendship over Stanley’s
commitment to abstinence. Edwards regretted that “a
friendship I esteemed so highly has been broken.
Nevertheless, when I get sloppy I shall still send for
you, and I know you will come”.
Edwards continued his barbs in the “High River Eye
Opener”, through Stanley’s term on the 1906 High
River town council. Edwards characterized it as “a
horribly bum regime..high handed and lordly, ignoring the wishes of the taxpayers…(because of)…too
much Stanley…Our local practitioner allows himself
to be blighted, squelched and snuffed into common
place oblivion. The next thing will be the construction of a public square…with fountains, tame squirrels running about, a bear or two and an equestrian
statue of Buck Smith astride a flea bitten cayuse…
because of too much Stanley”.(15)

It was not well known that Dr. Stanley was a health
care innovator.(19) He leased a cottage hospital in
1906; the only one between Calgary and Fort
Macleod. He opened the first drug store and located
the telephone switchboard in it. After fifteen subscribers joined, he sold it to Bell Telephone, on the
condition they continue to staff it twenty-four hours
per day.
After eighteen years in High River, Dr. Stanley nearly
succumbed to the Spanish Flu in November 1918.
He developed pneumonia and became a patient in
his own hospital. Fortunately his billings were current. Ninety-two percent of his fees had been paid.
With gratuities added in, his receipts totaled 102% of

Dr. Scarlett thought Dr. Stanley should have received
an honorary degree for lasting so long as Edward’s
physician. In 1952 the UofA gave him one, after he
retired from their Board.(16) Dr. Scarlett described
“Fun in the Foothills” as “warm with the sunshine of
Alberta, fresh with the winds of the chinook. But
always he himself is the best story of all”.(17)
Dr. Stanley’s political career began, when he succeeded on his second attempt to become the High
River MLA. He remained the MLA from 1913-21.(18)
In his last MLA years Edwards joined him as the
member from Calgary. Frequent trips to Edmonton
allowed Dr. Stanley to join the Executive of the
College of Physicians and Surgeons from 1915-20
and become its president in 1920.
CACHB, Volume 1, No. 1 May, 1936
15. Stanley, George D.
16. Strachan, Michael
17. Scarlett, Earle P.

18. Stanley, George D.
19. Knupp, Lillian

Fun in the Foothills, pages 37-38 and articles by G.D. Stanley in the CACHB’s 11(4): 84, February 1947 and
12(2): 38-39, August 1947.
“George Douglas Stanley,” Obituary, page 26.
Dr. Scarlett wrote of his friend and colleague appreciatively in, “A Salutation on his 70th Birthday” in
CACHB 11(1): 10-13, May 1946, and a “Salutation to an Elder,” CACHB 17(3): 59-60, November 1952.
When Dr. Stanley died Dr. Scarlett wrote two more vignettes: “At the last, no marble, no conventional
phrase”, CACHB 19(1): 32-34, May 1954; and “After twenty years of Medical Pioneering in Alberta”,
CACHB 20(1): 1-3, May 1955.
See Fun in the Foothills, pages 39-49 and the CACHB 3(2): 9, August 1938, for why he lost the 1909 election. For a resume of the provincial political issues of the time, see John Blue’s Alberta Past and Present,
Volume 1: 136-145.
In the Spirit of Good Medicine, pages 3, 4, 8. Drs. Stanley and Hamilton leased a home as a cottage hospital in June 1906. The first patient had typhoid fever. The second patient was admitted three days later with a
fractured leg and collar bone, after falling off a roof. The two nurses who “worked in the district when not
needed in the hospital” were paid $50 and $35/month.
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his billings, before counting the bottles of Scotch.(20)
The experience told Stanley that it was time to move
to a larger town and put behind him his rough and
tumble practice, like cutting up thirty-eight fences on
one house call.(21) Perhaps it was one of the those
experiences about the storied doctor from High
River, that convinced Dr. Charles McKenzie from
Okotoks - High River to follow in Dr. Stanley’s footsteps and graduate in the third UofA medical class in
1927.(22)

To Calgary and the Associate Clinic 1918-1936

Not long after his arrival in Calgary, Dr. Stanley
impressed Dr. D.S. Macnab with his articulation of a
new College of Physicians and Surgeons policy.
Dependents were to be included under the
Workmen’s Compensation Act. There was little support from the Calgary Medical Society, but Macnab
was so impressed with Stanley’s courage in supporting the college position, that he asked him to
become one of the five founders of the Calgary
Associate Clinic in 1922. Others included Drs. A.E.
Aikenhead, W.A. Lincoln, J.S. Murray. Dr. E.P.
Scarlett joined the clinic nine years later.(23)
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In 1930, in response to a challenge and assurance
from R.B. Bennett that he would never get elected,
Stanley ran as a Conservative in Calgary East. He
won the election handily as did Bennett in Calgary
West. During his MP years, Dr. Stanley was instrumental in securing Calgary’s CFB Currie Barracks. It
was built at a cost of $1.2 million, an astronomical
sum at that time.(24) Stanley was also a strong supporter of state medicine providing it included preventative and curative components, as he said in the
House of Commons in 1932.(25)
Dr. Stanley’s specialty was life insurance medical
examinations. His father had been a life long agent
for an eastern insurance company. The nine dollar
medical examination fee contributed significantly to
the break-even status of the Associate Clinic during
the 30s. Later in his medical career, Dr. Stanley also
practiced as an anesthetist.
Stanley’s medical legacy came from the initiation of
the monthly Historical Nights at the Associate Clinic
in 1936. It followed rather naturally from the Clinic’s
weekly scientific meetings, Dr. Macnab had started
in the mid 1920s.(26) Following a chat with Dr. E.P.
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The Associate Clinic complex in 1964, 140 Sixth Ave SW
(L to R) 1950 wing, four storey addition,
Dr. Gibson’s house, 1939 addition

MPs in Ottawa, circa 1932. Dr. Stanley is in the
front row, 5th from left.
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In the Spirit of Good Medicine, page 9. Dr. Stanley’s preferred treatment for pneumonia was to counteract
the pyrexia and delirium with “the best Scotch”, even though he was a teetotaler. On recovery, one cowboy
admonished him because it had not been Gooderham and Worts that he received.
21. Cashman, Tony
Heritage of Service, page 40, AARN 1966.
22. McKenzie, Charles
“Reminiscences of Dr. Charles McKenzie.” Edited by his daughter Diane McKenzie, Saskatchewan History
38(2): 54, Spring 1985 and “Doctor in the Coal Branch,” Alberta History 33(2), Spring, 1984.
23. McDougall, Gerald M., Medical Clinics and Physicians of Southern Alberta, pages 59-67, 83-84, UofC Press, 1991 provided a
Harris, Fiona C.
history of the Associate Clinic. For Dr. Stanley’s version of the WCB issue see the article he wrote on Dr.
W.S. Galbraith in the CACHB 13(4): 79-82, February 1949.
24. Stanley, George D.
Fun in the Foothills, page 46.
25. Stanley, George D.
“Address in the House of Commons on The State in Medicine,” 5 pages. Delivered March 21, 1932. UofA
Archives, Accession 81-104 in Box 25-1-1-13.
26. Orr, V.
“The History of the Calgary Associate Clinic,” pages 4-9, March 5, 1976. Deposited in the UofC Medical
Library.

20. Knupp, Lillian
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Scarlett in 1936, the two agreed to co-author and
publish the presentations in the Calgary Associate
Clinic Historical Bulletin (CACHB).

The CACHB 1936-1954

At age sixty, when most physicians contemplate
retirement, Dr. Stanley started to write a regular column in the CACHB entitled “Medical Pioneering in
Alberta”.(27) His UofT classmate Dr. F.A. Clarkson said
“he cast a shadow on almost every page of the
eighty-eight issues of that journal, through the eighteen years that he contributed to it”.(28) He also wrote
an Archives Column in the Alberta Medical Bulletin
as well as articles on a variety of other medical topics in the 1940s and early 1950s.(29)
Dr. Stanley was conferred a life membership in the
AMA in 1947 and the CMA in 1950. Two years later

in 1952, Dr. Scarlett presented him for honorary
membership in the Alberta Medical Association.
Scarlett noted “it would be easier to pack a prairie
blizzard into a hatbox than to compress George
Douglas Stanley into the space of a few sentences.
The thrust of life in him was too strong…he fought
Grits, anti-prohibitionists, sour faced medical officials, long faced churchmen and stuffy people, with
the same buoyant good humor and courage, that in
his younger days he fought and triumphantly defeated tuberculosis”.(30)
In his Calgary community Dr. Stanley sat as a member and chairman of the Board of Mount Royal
College (1930-1951). He donated the money for the
G.D. Stanley gymnasium.(31) He was a wartime member of the UofA Board and Senate (1941-1946)(32), an
original member of the Board of Alberta College, and
the recipient of the King George V Coronation Medal
in 1937.(33)
As a medical historian he was mindful of the importance of the work of others. He described the photographic collection in his AMB Archives Column, of
twenty-five portraits accumulated by Dr. J.S.
McEachern, from the early Holy Cross Hospital medical staff and their families.(34) In his autobiography
Dr. Stanley reprinted verbatim the 1892 Florence
Nightingale letter he acquired and had framed for the
Holy Cross Hospital School of Nursing.(35)
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Dr. Stanley opening the Upper Hot Springs, Banff, 1932
27. Scarlett, Earle P.
28. Clarkson, F.A.
29. Stanley, George D.

30. Scarlett, Earle P.
31. Morrison, E.C.,
Morrison, P.N.
32. Jamieson, Heber C.
33. Chatenay, Henri
34. Stanley, George D.
35. Stanley, George D.

One patient recalled Dr. Stanley’s home visits and
what a privilege it was to be visited by him. As a
five-year-old she was house-ridden for a year. She
remembered the periodic therapeutic doses of
“Stanley”. “He was white-haired, walked with a
slight limp and had a rich laughing voice, energy to
abound and a sense of humor to match. He was

CACHB 19(1): 32-34, May 1954.
“Douglass Stanley: an Appreciation,” page 29.
Dr. Stanley wrote a regular quarterly column on “Medical Pioneering in Alberta” in the CACHB from 19361954 and a regular quarterly column for the AMB in the early 1950s. He wrote other articles on: 1) his
High River colleague “Dr. R.G. Buswell,” in the AMB 15(2): 18-19, 1950; 2) “Medical Examinations for Life
Insurance,” AMB 17(1): 16-20, February 1952; 3) “British Royalty and the Medical Profession” AMB 18(2):
8-10, May 1953; 4) “Dr. J.F. “Windy Ross” or Medical Recollections of Toronto Varsity,” CACHB 18(4): 8892, February 1954; 5) “Sequelae of Intraspinal Anesthesia,” CMAJ 46(2): 164-167, February 1942; 6) “The
Treatment of Asthma” CMAJ 53: 482-485, November 1945; 7) “Dr. Charles Ernest Smyth: Pioneer Doctor of
Medicine Hat,” CMAJ 58: 200-204, February 1948.
CACHB 17(3): 59-60, November 1952.
“Calgary 1875-1950. A Souvenir of Calgary’s Seventy-fifth Anniversary”, page 68, 1950.
Early Medicine in Alberta, page 121, AMA 1947.
Dr. G.D. Stanley, in The Country Doctors, pages 173-177, Matrix Press, 1980.
Archives Column AMB 18(3): 28, August 1953.
Fun in the Foothills, pages 64-65. A photocopy of the letter was reproduced in the CACHB 1(3): 7,
November 1936.
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Dr. Stanley and the Stanley Family

A fellow member of the Calgary branch of the
Knights of the Round Table Lindley H. Bennett, dedicated a poem to Dr. Stanley after he died, which he
adapted from Dr. W.H. Drummond:

Le Bon Docteur

Le bon docteur Stanlee of Haute Riviere,
Sapre tonnerre! he was work long tam!
De horse an’ buggy he drove, by gar!
An’ now he drive de sixty-horse car,
But day after day he work all de sam”.
Doin’ good’s de only t’ing on his min’.(39)

House of Commons Speech on March 21, 1932

never surprised, never shocked. He knew all the
good parts to their family and never the bad. He
worked such long hours that would turn any union
member green about the gills. When you are that
busy you don’t have time to grow old”.(36) He
remained unconquerably young with an almost full
caseload until he died on February 22, 1954 at age
seventy-eight, bringing to a close fifty-three years of
medical practice in Alberta.
Scarlett acknowledged the great loss of Dr. Stanley in
the 20th anniversary issue of the CACHB in 1955.
Stanley’s column had “already become a unique
source of information for future histories of the west.
In his case, style was the man. He wrote no refined,
scholarly, treatises. Rather everything he put down on
paper pulsed with the life blood of a vigorous generation of man … The good humor of his soul and the
steel of his spirit remain with us as an inspiration for
the future. But his place can never be filled”.(37)
As Dr. Scarlett wrote at the end of his twenty-five
years of friendship with Stanley, “and so passed a
man of large vision, great heart and unquenchable
optimism, who established medicine in this Western
land”.(38) Unfortunately his death heralded the demise
of the Calgary Associate Clinic Historical Bulletin,
which occurred four years later in 1958.
36. Howarth, J.
37. Scarlett, Earle P.
38. Scarlett, Earle P.
39. Bennett, L.H.
40. Stanley, George D.
41. Stanley, George D.

Dr. Stanley summed up his sentiments in the first
issue of the Alberta Historical Review in 1953, by
offering to his audience several snippets from his
medical past. He highlighted the problems pioneering physicians faced and overcame, the progress that
had been made in hospitals, radiology and laboratory
facilities, the antibiotics that had been discovered,
together with the control of typhoid fever, tuberculosis, diabetes, pernicious anemia, pneumonia and
childbirth. He closed the article with the salutation:
“Now I end by repeating my initial plea to
respect the sentiment that belongs to medicine
in the past, and to honor the struggle which
those early medical pioneers in Alberta had to
maintain as medicine was then, and to endeavor
to better things for those who shall succeed
them.”(40)
Dr. Stanley was survived by his wife Annie and
daughters Emma Muriel (1904) and Margaret Lillian
(1908) McAra.(41)
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